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Dirk Jan Lucas – IR NSI: Good morning everybody and welcome at the NSI 2018 full year 

results presentation. Today, Bernd Stahli and Anne De Jong will be presenting. Unfortunately, 

Alianne De Jong, our CFO, has the flu and cannot be with us. Some of you will see her during 

our roadshow in the weeks ahead. 

I will now hand over to Bernd for the first part of the presentation.  

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Good morning everyone and thank you, Dirk Jan. Let’s go to slide 

4. 
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You can see all the main KPIs for 2018 and we are very pleased with the progress that we 

have made during the year. The team has been working hard and many of the possible trends 

that we discussed at our Capital Markets Day in November are confirmed by this set of results. 

The EPRA vacancy is down 4.6% to 13.8% and 2% on a like-for-like basis. 

The earnings this year are at EUR 2.64 and higher than our guidance of EUR 2.50 – EUR 2.55. 

That is because we have had some significant one-offs during Q4. In total, the decline for the 

year is 3% but adjusting for all the one-offs that we have had earnings would have been 4 

cents higher compared to 2017.  

The NAV is up by 8% to EUR 39.75. We are confident about the business and therefore, we 

have kept the dividend stable at EUR 2.16. We will come back to the balance sheet later, but 

we are very pleased that we have refinanced most of our debt. Our cost of debt is down to 2% 

overall; a very good result. 
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On slide 5 you can see all key metrics in more detail. I will take out a few. Net like-for-like rents 

are down 0.7%. Adjusting for the one-offs it would have been a positive 3%. That reflects 

mostly the increase in occupancy that we have had this year. 

The revaluation of the portfolio at 3.7% is better than what we had in 2017 and reflects the 

positive state of the Dutch property investment market.  

We are also very pleased with the balance sheet with the LTV at 36.9%, a very healthy level 

at this point in the cycle although, as we have indicated, we will have to take it down to be 

prepared for the development plans that we have for 2020 and beyond. 
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If we go to slide 7, you can see the progress that we have made in the asset rotation. Last 

year, we sold 35 assets in total. The 30 office assets had a combined value of EUR 71 million, 

so we have sold really small assets at an average value of about EUR 2.5 million each. 

What also is notable is the huge differential between the disposals and the acquisitions. The 

net initial yield and the acquisitions is substantially lower than what it is for the disposals but if 

we take into account that we have acquired vacancy in the process and we lease up the 

vacancy the yield on the acquisitions will move to roundabout 5.7%. And yes, we have lost 

some yield in the process but there are a few things to take into account. One is, that we have 

actually improved the quality of the portfolio. Two, the 7.4% yield that we sold was overrented 

and would not have been sustainable going forward. Despite the 5.7% yield that we have 

acquired on, its [in-market value to] longer-term growth, so the gap actually will narrow going 

forward. 

 

On slide 8 you can see the significant transition that we have made over the last couple of 

years. Back in 2014, only 27% of our portfolio was in our focus markets. Today, it is 80% with 

20% left in both retail and our non-core office markets i.e. the more provincial office markets. 

A year ago that would have been 33%. It is 19% today and by the end of this year it will be 
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again significantly lower. In total, 90% of our portfolio is now offices and HNK, so we have 

really significantly reduced our retail exposure and that, as said, will continue to move lower. 

In total, there is about EUR 200 million of assets that we have deemed non-core and that we 

will be selling in the coming period as markets permit. 

 

The result of that transition is that we have lowered the number of assets to 95. The average 

asset value is up to EUR 12.8 million and for the G4-market on which we are focusing you can 

see that the asset value on average is already above EUR 20 million. 

The disposals that we have in mind: we still have 35 assets with an asset value of less than 

EUR 5 million each. The disposal of these assets will allow us to create a more concentrated, 

more focused portfolio of larger assets and that will allow us to improve our operating efficiency 

even further from here.  
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Slide 10 is a very detailed picture of what we sold. As you can see, we mostly sold in secondary 

cities during 2018 and a concentration of our portfolio towards the Randstad-area is 

increasingly visible. That trend will continue in 2019. 

With that, I would like to hand it over to Anne, who will take us through the portfolio. 
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Anne De Jong – CSO NSI : Thank you. I am happy to inform you about the Dutch office market 

and our portfolio. I will start with a slide about the Dutch office market, slide 12. 
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We present Jones Lang figures. The figures show that the investment volumes were for offices 

lower last year. Investors do not want to sell their offices and that is why the volume was lower 

than before. However, you can see that in our focused market yields are near record low and 

this highlights the impact of the improved occupier market. The vacancy figures show that the 

vacancy rate for Dutch offices is falling, while we see rents moving up.  

The current vacancy on a national level is, according to Jones, around 10%. However, as said 

many times before, the occupier market differs per city and even within the G4 – our focus 

market – we see differences. For example, Amsterdam is still the best part of our country by 

far, showing a vacancy rate of around 5% and top rents around EUR 500/m2. Rotterdam is 

getting better but still shows a vacancy above average, of around 11% whilst the ERV there is 

at 225.  
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On slide 13 we highlight the valuation of our portfolio. Here, we see the positive impact of the 

market. Our total positive revaluation is 3.7%, as Bernd mentioned before, and as before we 

see that the retail market remains difficult. However, the impact on the total portfolio is limited 

as we were successful in selling most parts of the former retail portfolio. So, to be clear, 

revaluation is driven again by HNK and by offices in G4.  

HNK is still outperforming all other parts from the value growth around 9%, while other G4 

cities show value growth of around 6%. 
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Slide 14 is about the four high-quality assets we added to our portfolio last year. Two of them 

were presented in the call before, so I will tell more about Motion and the other one 

Jacobsweerd. Two of the total four are located in Amsterdam, one in The Hague and, last but 

not least, one in Utrecht. We believe in creating selective clusters. As mentioned during the 

Capital Markets Day, we believe in Amsterdam Sloterdijk and this is why we added Motion and 

Q-Port. Sloterdijk is one of the locations that will further improve in the coming years. It will 

become more multi-functional and, as said, many resi developments will be added to this area. 

The Motion Building is located at a large plot and that leaves us room to develop around 15,000 

to 27,000 extra square metres. Later in this presentation we will talk more about potential 

opportunities and developments. 

Our Jacobsweerd Building is Utrecht is located close to the central station and the CBD of 

Utrecht is by far the strongest after Amsterdam. There is a lack of high-quality supply and 

vacancy is around 5%, while top rents are far above 250 here. That is a difference between 

Rotterdam and The Hague. People, especially potential tenants, like the central location. 
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It is time to talk about HNK. We still strongly believe in this project, for various reasons. We 

continue to invest in HNK. We invest in the quality and we invest in the product mix. This slide 

highlights why we believe in the future of HNK. Vacancy went down – again – and at the bottom 

left we show a decrease close to 7%. Like-for-like vacancy – more important – also decreased 

by 4.4%. Last but not least, net rental income of HNK increased again. This year we present a 

like-for-like growth of above 30%. 

However, we are very selective in adding new locations to our portfolio, new HNK locations. In 

the last call I informed you about the HNK Schinkel in Amsterdam. Here, we have turned an 

older asset with structural vacancy and a EUR 125/m2 rent into a much better building and 

now we are achieving rents in excess of EUR 200 to EUR 225/m2. I am happy to conclude 

that it is fully let after six months, while when we started this building vacancy was at 50%. So, 

that is nice.  
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The last part today is about developments and that starts with slide 16. Looking at 

developments, we focus on Amsterdam because of the quality of the market, the quality of the 

occupier market. We already mentioned the lack of high-quality supply in Amsterdam. This 

picture shows that development activity is still limited. There is a committed pipeline for the 

next six years below 10% of total stock and moreover, speculative development is less than 

30% of that. So, most developments are pre-let or owner-occupied. This is limited compared 

to total stock, around 3% per year, while take-up in 2017 and 2018 was over 300,000 m2. That 

is why we focus on Amsterdam. 
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On slide 17 we present our current long-term development pipeline. We are aware of the great 

opportunities we have to redevelop older buildings and improve locations. However – I repeat 

it again – all projects are subject to property cycle, balance sheet capacity and of course pre-

lets. So, let’s go into the details. Later on, more about Amsterdam but before that, I will give 

you a very short update on our recently bought Bentinck Huis in The Hague. I will keep it short. 
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As mentioned by several sources, we see there is shortage for high-quality offices in the centre 

of The Hague. We think this acquisition on the Lange Voorhout is a unique opportunity to add 

value by upgrading the current empty building into one of the best assets of the city. 
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We focus of course both on single and multi-tenant strategies and are on track for delivery in 

the first quarter of next year. So, progress on plan here and we are finalising the design phase. 

We show here some artist impressions of the building. People who know the building see the 

difference. The last important thing to say is that we are more than happy with the first interest 

and conversations with potential tenants.  
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This last slides are about our development pipe line in Amsterdam and slide 20 is about 

Amsterdam South East. As presented during the Capital Markets Day, we had two 

opportunities located close to the station of Amsterdam South East, in the so-called South East 

Center area. Vacancy is this area is close to 3%, while gross yields declined below 5% in the 

last years. 

The project to the left is called Centerpoint. We have two buildings and together they are called 

Centerpoint. We are making preparations for a potential development there, though it is still 

uncertain whether this project is one for this cycle or maybe the next one. More details can be 

found on the website in the capital markets day presentation. We have some nice pictures 

shown during our Capital Markets Day. 

On the right hand side in this picture you see the Laanderpoort-opportunity and that is the 

clearest one we have. 
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On slide 21 we have more detailed information. Here, we highlight again the great opportunity 

to redevelop our Laanderpoort asset with ING. We are still in many positive discussions 

together with the tenant and local municipality and our buildings will be part of the fintech 

companies ING wants to realise. Based on the location of Laanderpoort this is the best 

scenario for ING, as it is in the middle of the planned campus area. The earliest start date is 

still mid-2020 and we hope to give you more details during the next call.  
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Today, I will finish with a picture of Amsterdam Sloterdijk, presented at slide 22. We own four 

buildings in Sloterdijk. Sloterdijk, as said before, is being transformed into a multi-functional 

area offering work, living and hospitality accommodation. The municipality presented plans to 

improve the accessibility of this area, including a new metro line. We strongly believe the 

Sloterdijk train station will grow and it is expected to become the number seven station of the 

Netherlands. We believe in this location. 

At the moment, we are working on the opportunity to add development next to the Motion 

Building at a large parking lot. Needless to say that also this project is subject to property cycle 

and of course significant pre-lets. 

That’s it for now. Thank you for your attention and I hand it over to Bernd for the financial 

details. 
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Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Thank you, Anne. Our CFO may be down with the flu but at least 

our numbers and our balance sheet are very healthy, also thanks to Alianne’s help in that 

process during 2018. 
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On slide 24 you find a break down of the EPRA earnings with detailed comments on where the 

one-offs have been. In total, the one-offs for 2018 have been EUR 2.3 million negative i.e. 

EUR 0.12 per share. There has been a negative impact on our net rental income of about EUR 

200,000 and there has been a negative impact on our financing line of EUR 2.1 million i.e. in 

total EUR 2.3 million. That has resulted in the EUR 2.64 in EPS. If you add back the EUR 0.12, 

we would have had EUR 0.4 increase in EPS during the year. But these are very pleasing 

results. 
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The bridge is explained in slide 25. The fall in rental income in 2018 is the reflection of all the 

disposals that we did in 2017 because on balance, we have been a net buyer in 2018. So, it is 

a delayed effect of 2017. That also includes the impact of a lease termination fee that we paid 

during Q4 and for a good extent it has been compensated for by lower financing costs, lower 

admin costs and better service charge recovery, also in part there because of a release of 

provisions. 
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Slide 26 shows the NAV bridge. It is entirely due to revaluations in our NAV, helped by a little 

bit of retained earnings in the process.  
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On slide 27 you see that the balance sheet is still very healthy with a 36.9% LTV. That is well 

within our range of 35% - 40%. We will lower the LTV this year. We will be a net seller of assets 

this year to prepare the balance sheet for the potential capex for the Laanderpoort project, 

because we will need EUR 120 million of capacity in our balance sheet to fund that project and 

stay within our own targets of 35% - 40% loan to value.  

All the refinancing of the debt that we have done have lowered the debt cost to about 2% today 

and, again, that is a level we are very comfortable with. It is a level that we do not expect will 

fall much further because it is not our objective to lower the funding costs. At this stage it is our 

objective to extend our maturities. It is hard to combine lower funding costs with an extension 

of our debt maturities. 
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Slide 28 talks about our refinancing efforts in 2018. We have refinanced pretty much most of 

our debt. We have a new term loan, we have a new RCF and we have diversified our funding 

by signing two US private placements with Pricoa and Barings at what we believe are very 

attractive rates. We will continue in 2019 with our debt optimisation. We will extend our RCF 

by a year, by using the option that is available to us. We will, where we can, extend and 

diversify our loan maturities. That will not lower our funding costs but it will create more stability 

to the business overall. It is also a stability that we need to phase our development programs 

for the years ahead. We will further diversify our funding sources. That could potentially be 

with new products but it will mostly be by adding new partners on our debt side with US private 

placements. 
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Finally, slide 30, before we open it up to questions. 
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What can you expect from us in 2019? More of the same. There will be more asset rotation. 

There will be more disposals. We will be moving to a lower level of vacancy. As we said in our 

results release, the next target is 10%. Now we are at 13.8%. It will probably take us a year 

and a half, so somewhere in 2020 we hope to have reached that level. But you should also 

expect us to make some progress during this year. 

We will lower the LTV to allow for developments. It will at some point end up below 35% during 

the year.  

If we want to start with a mid-2020 project for ING, there should be an agreement with ING at 

some point during this year, that you may expect as well. Otherwise, the project will not start 

mid-2020. 

We are committed to HNK. As Anne has said, we continue to invest in the products. We are 

strengthening the team and this should bring us some additional innovation, change and 

hopefully some better results during the year, even though the results have already improved 

because our vacancy is gradually trending towards a more normalised level of 85% - 90%. 

Finally, EPS for 2019. We have guided to EUR 2.40 – 2.50. It is always tricky so early in the 

year to give a very clear level of guidance but we want to flag that because of the disposals 

that we have done in May 2014 plus the further disposal that we plan in 2019, including the 

disposal of some assets that will have a higher yield, because the provincial assets will actually 

be exited. That will ultimately impact our EPS. EUR 2.40 – 2.50 is where we feel comfortable, 

guiding at this point in time. 

We are excited about the business. We have had a good year. We are in full swing working 

towards an as strong if not better 2019.  

With that, I would like to hand it back to DJ for questions. 

Thank you very much. 

Dirk Jan Lucas – IR NSI: Thank you, Bernd. Operator, could you please open the call for 

questions? 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

Arjan Knibbe – KR&A: 

Good morning, I have two questions. First on HNK. Can you elaborate a little bit on the future 

of HNK? You stated you increased the team. 

Secondly, can you give us your view on the relative outlook of the Amsterdam office markets 

where you are developing the pipeline? How do you see the outlook of Sloterdijk en Zuid Oost 

compared to Central, South, and North? 

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Good morning Arjan, I will take the first question and Anne will talk 

about the office market, Sloterdijk and Amsterdam more in general terms.  

HNK is a core part of the business, as it has always been and will be going forward because 

we know that the market for flex offices and flexibility is here to stay. We would rather be in the 

forefront with our own in-house products than lease out to third parties who basically take away 

the relationship between you and the tenant. That is the critical part of a real estate business: 

you need to know your customers. We expect to continue to focus on that part of the business. 

What you have seen over the last few years, is that we have become a lot more selective in 

terms of where we have opened up new locations. Years ago, there were plans to increase to 

maybe 20 or 30 HNKs in a relatively short period of time. If you look back over the last two 

years, we have opened up two HNKs in Amsterdam. There are costs involved in running a flex 

office operation and you need higher rents to be able to secure that cost level, typically, the 

only market you get this is in are office markets with higher rents like Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 

Utrecht, and The Hague. It does not work as well on more provincial locations. That is 

something that we have noticed. We have data that will prove that this is the case, so where 

we can we will look to expand HNK in those G4 cities. We have a number of assets where we 

believe it is possible and viable to convert the asset to an HNK. In all those cases the asset at 

the moment is fully occupied by long-term tenants and therefore, it may take a while before we 

get an element of vacancy to allow us to introduce an HNK in some of our existing assets but 

it is also possible that we will acquire assets to introduce HNKs, mostly in the larger cities. 

Does that answer your question? 

Arjan Knibbe – KR&A: It does. Thanks very much. 
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Anne De Jong – CSO NSI : Your question about offices in Amsterdam is a more detailed 

question. I think, as presented on the Capital Markets Day and from the data on the website, 

we show that in Sloterdijk to start with in most areas there is resi added, so you see that it is 

going to be a more multi-functional area where lots of resi apartments are added, so a limited 

office supply. The same goes for Amsterdam South East. If you look at Amsterdam South East 

and you go to the edge, then many parts of the edge of South East – the less good part; the 

part we do not believe in – many offices are transformed into resi. Looking at the South East 

Centre area where we are in, we are working with ING. You see there is limited opportunity in 

the Nuon Building next to us but they are waiting for a next cycle. I can repeat that we only do 

developments there if it is pre-let but we take care of the cycle and we take care of potential 

supply that is coming into the market. But as far as we are aware of – and our external advisors 

will help us with this – there is limited development in Amsterdam in general and also in 

Amsterdam South East and Sloterdijk. But that is something we work on every day because 

we are keen on changing markets and changing occupy demand.  

Arjan Knibbe – KR&A: Thank you. 

 

• Jaap Kuin – ING 

Good morning. My first question is on development. You stated that the balance sheet should 

be substantially de-risked before proceeding with further development. I guess you are 

referring to having gone through disposals or at least maintaining a low LTV but what are the 

considerations around the project itself? Are you also looking into maybe partnering up either 

for the most likely one or future projects to de-risk or is it basically just your own balance sheet 

you want to de-risk instead of the projects?  

My second question will be on the investment yields. You are showing 3% as low yield. Could 

you just highlight which transaction that is, the 3%? Is that relevant for you in any case and 

then, can you reflect that on your own investment hurdles? Can you maybe just quickly 

reiterate your yield on costs and projects and whether they have changed at all? 

And then, as a final admin question: can you just remind me of the eviction costs for EUR 

2 million? What was the reason and for what building was that? 
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Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Three questions, one on the developments, one on our hurdle and 

one on the eviction costs.  

You were difficult to hear but if I am not mistaken your first question was about we finance our 

projects, whether this is entirely on balance sheet or if we would consider JVs or teaming up 

with third parties. 

Your question with respect to JVs: at this point in time we are not considering this. We are 

considering to do the project in its entirety on our own balance sheet. If you look at the FBI-

regulation, we are allowed to do JVs but if we want our share of the JV to be REITable then 

our partner should also be a REIT so, doing a JV with a non-REIT partner would mean that 

our part of the JV would also be taxable. At that point in time it is not something we would like 

to see and, in fairness, is not necessary because we have the balance sheet capacity to do 

the project in full.  

Your second question with respect to our hurdle and what the 3% means for us in terms of 

yield in the Amsterdam market: let’s be clear, we have no assets in our portfolio at a 3% yield. 

Our assets are not in that segment of the market. The lowest yield in our books are above 4 at 

this point in time … 

And that is on the South Axis market, to give you an idea. But the average for the Amsterdam 

portfolio is near 5. The average yield on our portfolio is around 5, as you can see, and that is 

actually an EPRA net initial yield whereas the 3 that we quote as a yield on the market is a 

gross initial yield. We are actually far away for the 3% yield level that we show in the graph in 

the presentation. 

If you look at our hurdle: you should see us doing deals anywhere between 5.5 and 7.5, 

depending on the risk profile of the asset. That is more or less the level that we are looking at 

today.  

Anne De Jong – CSO NSI : So, the Union deal, de 5Keizers, was closed a few days ago at 

3.25%, and we will not repeat that. That is not our business. 

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: At that yield level we are not playing. We cannot make the returns 

that we want on those yield levels. 

Finally, on the EUR 2 million lease termination costs: we have decided not to talk about the 

asset in specifics as to not highlight too much what happened there but let’s be clear, we 
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thought it was appropriate to terminate that lease. The EUR 2 million were costs but we 

highlighted that as a result of those costs we had a EUR 3 million uplift in the revaluation in the 

second half, so net-net on balance as an investment case it did work out well for us.  

Jaap Kuin – ING: thanks. 

 

• John Vuong – Kempen 

Good morning. Maybe a follow-up on Jaap’s question on yields. You are saying that the 

average yield will be around 5.5% to 7.5%. That means that you are looking at acquisitions 

outside the Amsterdam area?  

A follow-up question on the upward guidance of EUR 2.40 to 2.50: the like-for-like net rental 

growth was relatively strong this year, 3%. How do you see this going forward? 

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Anne will talk about the yields. 

Anne De Jong – CSO NSI : One of the first questions was about yields and your conclusion 

is that we are more looking outside Amsterdam. That is not the case. At the moment, we are 

very selective in adding quality assets to the portfolio. I think we will be selling more than doing 

acquisitions. That is the first thing. But I am pretty sure that even in this market we have to look 

at opportunities if they are there. I would not be surprised if we are still in this market and be 

able to find acquisitions around 6 or 7%, even in Amsterdam. That is the first thing. So, we will 

not go outside Amsterdam because of yield, because we focus on location and the quality of 

a location. We will not go to other places to find high yields or something like that. 

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: the 5.5% to 7.5% is an IRR, so it is a combination of yield and 

growth. We can buy on low yields as long as we assume there is enough growth in the asset. 

Your second question was with respect to our guidance and our like-for-like. If we look at the 

GRI of 2019, this year you should expect the full-year effect of our vacancy reduction of 2018. 

So, our like-for-like occupancy improvement in 2018 was 2%. That should have a positive 

effect on our like-for-like GRI in 2019. So, that we can forecast to be positive. We will have 

higher maintenance costs in a number of assets in 2019 that will impact our guidance. The 

remainder is, as we said, lower rental income on the back of let disposals during the year. And 

there will be some positive indexation as well this year. 
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John Vuong – Kempen: Thank you. That is clear. 

 

• Niko Levikari – ABN AMRO  

Good morning, I have a number of questions. First, maybe we can discuss the divestments on 

the retail assets. You were discussing the South, where there is EUR 20 million capex program 

to upgrade the assets but what about […] and it is reasonable to expect that these projects will 

be divested either in 2019 already? Are you seeing demand for that? 

Furthermore, I noticed a comment in the preliminary report saying that you are planning to 

gradually exit the non-core assets, which were about EUR 193 million and that you obviously 

have the balance sheet capacity to absorb the ING building as it is. Is the plan still that you 

want to divest all non-core assets before developing Laanderpoort going forward?  

Maybe as a separate question regarding these developments and regarding the The Hague 

development: have you already decided if the new concept is going to include an HNK or is it 

just going to be purely traditional offices? 

Anne De Jong – CSO NSI : I will answer the question about selling retail and the HNK Bentinck 

Huis question. We are happy that we sold around five retail assets last year around book value. 

So, that is pretty healthy. We are working hard on selling the remaining part of the retail 

portfolio. It is hard work, to be honest, and we do it with a dedicated team that works hard on 

selling these assets. It is very difficult to get an estimate. We will and cannot give you any 

timing on that. We surprised many people before by selling many non-core assets in a difficult 

market and I hope we can do that this year also, but I cannot give you any forecast on that. 

We are working hard on that and we are still doing all we can in a difficult market, so let’s be 

honest about that. 

Your last question was about the Bentinck Huis. Yes, we thought about making it an HNK but 

in the end it will be the best building ever seen in The Hague and that is better than HNK, to 

be honest.  

Bernd Stahli – CEO NSI: Your other question was on the exit of our remaining non-core assets 

where we used the word ‘gradual’. There can be no denying and we can be very clear that the 

remaining non-core assets will go. That is a commitment we made to ourselves and that is 
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something we will do in the coming years. We have not given guidance as to how much we 

will achieve in any given year but every year we will continue to sell assets as and when the 

time is right, the price is right. We are not a force seller; the balance sheet does not require to 

be a force seller.  

Yes, in the report we have also indicated that financing is getting a bit more difficult. That was 

already the case in the second half of 2018 and in the second half of 2018 we sold assets and 

we sold them on average still above book value. That gives us confidence that we can continue 

to do that in 2019 as well. So, no firm numbers. We do not need EUR 120 million of assets to 

finance EUR 120 million of capex for Laanderpoort and take into account that even though we 

may start Laanderpoort or we intend to start Laanderpoort next year, the cash out will be 

gradual. So, we do not have to have everything ready for the Laanderpoort project first thing 

2020. 

Niko Levikari – ABN AMRO: Thank you. 

 

Dirk Jan Lucas – IR NSI: Thank you everybody. This is the end of the call and we will see 

most of you during the next couple of days. Good bye! 

___ 

End of call 
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